USER QUOTES
What a few of our customers have to say about Heatsavr...
“Heatsavr has proved a godsend of late when we had
boiler problems, it retained a considerable amount of
heat overnight that would otherwise have been lost
causing us bigger problems”
Midlands City Council Pool
“I would recommend Heatsavr to anyone, we confirm
after two years our gas has gone down”
Scottish City Concil Pool
“Since the installation we are using less water, an average
of 1000 m3 per year”
Welsh City Council Pool
“... very sceptical... but its absolutely brilliant...”
Commercial Pool in Wales
“... it made a big difference... a significant reduction in our
gas usage”
Council Baths
“... difficult to quantify in energy terms... it has however
helped with condensation... we will be installing Heatsavr
in out 5th leisure centre shortly...”
Yorkshire Leisure Centre
“... it definitely works... does exactly what it says... [and] it
helped us offset our 85% and 50% increases in gas and
electricity costs...”
Tennis & Leisure Centre
“... it has helped with condensation... [and is] currently
under evaluation by utilities provider...”
Baths & Leisure Centre
“... one of the main products that has contributed to
energy savings... [and] it has enabled us to offset last
year’s energy increases...”
Midlands Leisure Centre
“... we were initially very sceptical to the product... but we
have saved a 1/3rd on our gas and electricity costs... and
the pool climate has improved greatly... “
Scottish Council Swimming Pool

“... difficult to quantify in energy terms... but pool
condensation has been reduced markedly... ”
Girls School
“... our sceptical pool manager is now changing her mind,
as the outdoor pool isn’t losing the 2/3ºC over night that
it normally does... ”
French Holiday Parks
“Just letting you know that I will be placing an order for 2
months worth of supply... since last Wednesday we have
managed to save £286 on our gas bill, so, seems to be
going well...”
Commercial Leisure Centre
“We reduced the temperature of the air in out pool hall
from 29ºC to 20ºC every night until 6am when we return
it to 29ºC. I have not calculated the saving but it must
be substantive, there appears to be no evaporation and
there are certainly is no sign of condensation on the
walls or windows”
Gym and Leisure Centre
“We have used Heatsavr for over five years, there is less
heat escaping which means no moisture on windows
and at only £1.29 per day the energy saving along with
reduction in mould growth from condensation and also
playing a part in the environmental policy which we
hold GOLD award means Heatsavr is a no brainer”
Country Hotel
“Heatsavr will have been saving us money as we were
able to reset air handling and extraction to 30Hz,so with
less fresh air required there was less heating required
which we were able to monitor on our BMS”
University Sports Centre

